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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7] Karlovitz developed an algorithm for finding best Lp approx- 
imations from certain finite-dimensional subspaces for p an even integer. It 
will be shown that this algorithm converges for 2 < p < co when the approx- 
imating subspace is replaced by certain closed convex subsets of a linite- 
dimensional subspace. Furthermore, the restrictions which must be placed on 
the functions involved to ensure convergence are weakened. 
We shall consider the problem of approximating 0 by elements of a closed 
nonempty convex subset K which is contained in a finite-dimensional 
subspace and which does not contain 0. This is seen to be equivalent o the 
general problem of approximating a function f by elements of a closed 
convex subset G, with f 65 G and G contained in a finite-dimensional 
subspace, by simply translating all functions involved by -f. That is, 
and o in G is a best approximation to f from G if and only if u - f is a best 
approximation from G - f to 0. Finally, since the best approximation is also 
contained in some sufficiently large ball, we assume henceforth that K is 
compact rather than closed. 
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For (7’, Z, ,u) a positive measure space we define Lp = Lp(T, I;, ,u) to be 
the Banach space of all ,u-equivalence classes of p-summable real-valued 
functions on T. We define L* E L”O(T, Z, p) to be the Banach space of real- 
valued measurable ssentially bounded functions on T. For f E Lp, the norm 
off, Ilfllp~ is defined as usual to be 
Ml, = (j r Ifl” d/l)l’Y, 
for l<p<oo, 
= intimum ““lf If @)I, for p=oo. ssr,u(s)=o XEr s 
For each f E Lp, the function a(f(x)) = sign(f(x)) is defined by 
u(f(x)) = +1, if f(x) > 0, 
= -1, if f(x) < 0, 
= 0, if f(x) = 0. 
We shall require the following well-known results on convexity and dif- 
ferentiability: 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 8, p. 35 11. If (T, C, ,u) is a measure space, then the norm 
on Lp s Lp(T, Z,,u), 1 < p < 00, is Gateaux dt@zrentiable at each f E Lp, 
f & 0. Furthermore, the directional derivative of ]] + ]lP at f in the direction 
g E Lp is given by 
11 *ll;(f; g) = (a 11 - 11;f > = Ilf II;-” I, If I’-’ a(f )g& 
In fact, the map f -+ II . II;(f) is continuous at each f E Lp, f f 0. 
THEOREM 1.2 [5, p. 251. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let F be 
a convex function defined on a nonempty convex set K contained in X. If F is 
Gateaux dtflerentiable at each x E K, then F is strictly convex on K if and 
only tf 
F(x) > F(Y) + (F’(Y), x - Y> 
for all x, y E K, x # y. 
THEOREM 1.3 [5, p. 371. Let X be a Banach space and let F be a convex 
real-valued Gateaux dtflerentiable function at each point in a convex set K, 
KC X. If the map x+ F’(x) is continuous on K and 2 E K, then the 
following are equivalent. 
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F(i) = tr’; P(h), (l.la) 
(F’(i), h - 2) > 0 for all h E K, (l.lb) 
(F’(h), h - 2) > 0 for all h E K. (l.lc) 
THEOREM 1.4 [8, p. 3431. The Lp norm, 1 < p < co, is strictly convex 
on any convex subset ofLp. 
2. EXISTENCE, CHARACTERIZATION, AND UNIQUENESS 
Let K be a convex nonempty subset of a Banach space X. Iff E x\K and 
g* E K is such that 
Ilf- g*II = 2; Ilf-hll, (2-l) 
we shall say g* is a best approximation from K to f. 
The following results are well known: 
THEOREM 2.1. If K is a convex closed nonempty subset of Lp such that 
dim(span(K)) ( m and f E Lp, then f has a best approximation g* from K. 
If 1 < p < 01), then g* is unique. 
THEOREM 2.2. If K is a convex closed nonempty subset of Lp = 
Lp(T, C, p), where (T, Z’, p) is a measure space and 1 < p < 00, and if 
dim(span(K)) < co, then g* is the best approximation to f E Lp ifand only if 
I )fW g*(41p-’ a(f(x)- g*(x))(g*(x)- &))Mx)>O 
for all g E K. 
For the situation that the convex set K is described via a series of linear 
constraints, a slightly different appearing characterization theorem can be 
established. Specifically, let X = Lp(T, C, p), V be an n-dimensional subspace 
of X, and V’ denote its dual in Lq. Let S and W be compact metric spaces. 
Suppose that functions G(g, w) and H( g, s) from V x W and V X s’ are 
given such that 
(i) for each fixed w, G( g, w) = t9,( g) - a,,,, where 8, is in V’ and 
a, E R (the reals); 
(ii) for each fixed s, H( g, s) = w,(g) - /?,, where ws is in V’ and 
P,E R; 
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(iii) the function G( g, W) is continuous on V x W, H( g, W) is 
continuous on V X S; 
(iv) there exists a g E V such that G( g, W) < 0 for all w E W and 
H(g,s)=Ofor all sES. 
Given f E Lp\V, with H and G as above, we wish to characterize 
solutions of the following problem: Define F(g) = ]lf - g&,, g E V, and 
minimize F(g) for g E V P’) 
subject to (a) G(g, w) < 0 for all w E W, 
(b) H( g, s) = 0 for all s E S, 
Theorem 2.1 assures us that there exists a unique solution to problem (P’) 
provided there exists g E V satisfying (a) and (b) above. (If g E V satisfies 
(a) and (b), it is said to be feasible.) In addition, using the theory of [4 or 61 
one has 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X = Lp(T, C,p) and let V be an n-dimensional 
subspace ofX. Let G, H, S, and W be as described just prior to problem 
(P’). Assume that f E x\V and that there exists g in V such that G( g, w) < 0 
for all w E W and H( g, s) = 0 for all s E S. Then g E V, g feasible, solves 
problem (P’) if and only if there exist integers s and s,, such that 0 < s, < 
s < n and such that 
(i) there are s0 points wk E {w ] G(g, w) = 0) for k = l,..., s,, 
(ii) there are s - s,, points sk E S for k = q, + l,..., s, and 
(iii) there are s real numbers li, i = l,..., s, with li > 0 for 1 < i < s,, 
with the property that on V 
v, Ilf - i?ll, + 2 &v,G(l?, Wk> + i &v,H(& Sk) = 0, (2.2) 
k=l k=q,+ 1 
where the identt@ation between g E V and x E I?” is made via the coeflcient 
vector of g with respect to some fixed basis for V. 
Equation (2.2) is equivalent o 
I T~f-~lp-lu(~-f)hdp+ k$l A;&,&)+ i &ly,r(h)=O 
k=so+ 1 
for each h E V, where A; >, 0 for k = l,..., s,,. In this form, Theorem 2.3 is an 
extension of a result on restricted range approximation in L* [a, b] due to 
Levasseur [9]. The form of the constraints problem (P’) is originally due to 
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Chalmers for the Lm case (21. A wide variety of constrained problems such 
as monotone, positive, and restricted range approximation problems can be 
stated in the form of problem (P’). The conclusion of Theorem 2.3 can be 
considered as a “zero in the convex hull of the extreme points” result. For a 
similar result in Lm see [3, p. 731 and for a corresponding L’ result see [ 11. 
3. THE ALGORITHM 
Let (T, .Z, cl) be a finite positive measure space. Let p, 2 < p ( to, be 
given. Denote by Lp the Banach space Lp(T,Z,,u). Let K be a compact 
convex nonempty subset of Lp satisfying 
0 6? K, (3.la) 
dim(span(K)) < co, (3.lb) 
4su~~(h,) n suck) f 0 for each pair of nonzero elements 
h, E K, h, E span(K), (3.lc) 
and 
each h E K is also in La. (3. Id) 
Let g* be the unique best Lp approximate from K to 0. The generalized 
Karlovitz algorithm for constructing * proceeds as follows: Given g, in K, 
the algorithm defines two new functions h, and gn+ , in K. First, a new norm 
11 . I],, on span(K) is defined by ]I hII, = (jr ] gnlp-’ lh]* &)i’* for h E span(K). 
That ]I . ]ln is in fact a weighted L* norm on span(K) follows from hypotheses 
(3.la)-(3.ld). In addition, I] . IIn is strictly convex and equivalent o ]I . ]lp on 
span(K). Thus, there exists a unique h, E K such that I]h,II, = infhcK ]I hi],. 
Next, the element g,, , E K is defined by gn+ , = Ag, + (1 - A) h,, where 1 E 
[0, l] is selected so that ]I g,,, , lip < I]&,, + (1 - c) hnjlp for all < in [0, I]. 
Note that A is unique since Lp is strictly convex. It will be shown in the 
following that g, and h, converge in the p norm to g*, the best approx- 
imation from K to 0. 
Remark 1. In the original formulation of this algorithm, Karlovitz [7] 
assumed that p is an even integer, T is a compact subset of R”, and p is 
Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, K was taken to be a translate of a finite- 
dimensional subspace V by a function f 6Z V, where all the functions under 
consideration are required to be continuous with the added restriction that 
p(supp(v - f)) = p(T) for all v E V. Observe that these hypotheses imply 
conditions (3.la)-(3.ld). In particular, for condition (3.1~) we have that if 
h, = V, - f, h, = xi=, &(vi - f) with vi E V, and h, f 0, then ,u(supp(h,) n 
supp(h,)) = 0 implies that p(s~pp(h,)) = 0, SO that xi=, lz,Ui - C{= I nif= 0, 
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a.e. Since f & V, we have Xi=1 Izi = 0 and so xi=, &vi = 0 a.e. Hence 
h, z 0. Condition (3.ld) holds since T is assumed in this case to be compact. 
Thus, by considering only a sufficiently large ball in V we have Karlovitz’s 
original algorithm as a special case. (Note also that the algorithm of this 
paper (and the proof of its convergence, Theorem 3.1 below) shows that the 
search for 1 in g,, , = Ag, + (1 - A) h, can be restricted to [0, l] rather than 
(-co, 00) as in [7].) 
We now prove that the procedure outlined above results in a convergent 
algorithm. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (T, Z:, ,u) be a finite positive measure space. Let p, 
2 c p < 00, be Jixed and let K be a compact convex nonempty subset of Lp 
satisfying conditions (3.la)-(3.ld). Let g, E K be arbitrary and let the 
sequences {g,} and {h,} be defined as above. Denote by g* the unique best 
Lp approximation from K to 0. Then either 
II g, - g* Ilp -+ 09 II&II,> II&+lllp~ II 4 - g* IL/-+ 0, (=a) 
or 
there exists N such that g, - g* and h, - g* for all n > N. (3.2b) 
Proof. We first claim that either I( g,II, > II g,,+,llp or else g, = g,,,. 
Suppose not; then since IIg, Ilp 2 II g,,+ 1Ilp by construction, we must have that 
II Snllp = II g,t 1 IIP’ Th us, the strict convexity of the Lp norm implies 
Ilt(&+ &+L)llp<IIgn+Illp~ which contradicts the minimality of II g,, , lip on 
the segment &, + (1 - 8 h, for r E [O, 1 I. Thus, II g,llp > II g,, , Ilp or g, - 
g”%r next assertion is that for g, & g* either h, E g, or II g, lip > II g,,, 1 Ilp. 
To establish this we note that h, f g, implies that II h,l/, < (I gnlln = II g,llp by 
the definition of h, and II . 11”. Support condition (3.1~) implies that II . Iln is 
strictly convex. Thus, Theorem 1.2 implies that 
Ilh,II, > II gnlln + (II II:, gn, hn - gn>, 
where 
(II II:,cv hn - gn> = I, I gnlp-2 gn@n - gn)dti 
by Theorem 1.1. It follows that 
I T I g,lp-’ 4g,)(h, - gn) 4 < 0. (3.3) 
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Now suppose that ]] g,(JP = (] g,, , ]lP. Our previous assertion implies that 
g n+ 1 = g, so g, is II - lip minimal on the segment &, + (1 - <) h, , r E [ 0, 11. 
Thus, Theorem 1.3 implies that (I] ]]6 g,, h, - g,) > 0, which is equivalent o 
ST Ig, IP- l aLm - g,> 4 2 0, contradicting (3.3). Thus, ]] g, ]lP > ]I g,, , ]IP 
if h, & g, and g, & g*. 
Next, we claim that if h, s g,, then g, E g*. Now by Theorem 1.3 h, is 
]I . IIn minimal if and only if 
I T I g,lp~* h,,(~ - h,) 4 > 0 (3.4) 
for all u E K. Thus, if h, = g, we have that 
for all u E K, which by Theorem 1.3 applied to I] e ]lP implies g, z g* as 
desired. Thus, either the algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps at 
g* or else we have that ]I g,,& > I] g,, 1 ]lP for all IZ. 
Finally, for the completion of (3.2b), we claim that if g, = g*, then 
h, = g, and g,= h, = g* for all m > n. Indeed, if g, = g*, then 
Theorem 1.3 implies that 
i T I gnlp-’ 4g,Xv - g,) 4 2 0 
for all v E K. Rewriting this as 
s T I iLIP-* g,(v - &> 4 2 0 
for all v E K, we see by Theorem 1.3 applied to ]( . ]ln that g, is minimal from 
K so that g, E h,, and hence, gn+ i = g, E h, c g*, completing the proof of 
(3.2b). To finish the proof of (3.2a), we observe that if the algorithm does 
not terminate, then the sequences {g,} and {h,} are contained in K which is 
a compact set. In addition, our assertions above imply that ]] g,,]l > ]] g”+, ]lp 
in this case. Now to show that g, and h, converge to g* in ]( . ]lp, it suffices 
to show that for each pair of subsequences gnk and h+ which converge to g 
and h, respectively, tie have g* z g 3 h. By (3.ld), g, and h, are in L”O and 
the norms II. IL and II . Ilp are e q uivalent on span(K). Hence, ]] gnk - g]loo + 0 
and ]I hnk - h ]Jm -+ 0, and in the limit we have 
I TIg/p-2h(z+h)dp>0 (3.5) 
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for all v E K since (3.4) guarantees 
1^ I g,,lP-* h# - h,) 4 2 0 for each j = 1, 2,... and all u E K. 
Note that if g E h, then Theorem 1.3 yields g = g* since Jr ] gJp-* 
g(u - g) dp > 0 for all u E K implies g is the best Lp approximation to 0 
from K. Now if g= g*, then g z h as well by the same argument used to 
finish the proof of (3.2b). We shall thus assume that g $ g* and g & h and 
arrive at a contradiction. If g f g* and g & h, initialize the algorithm with 
g, z g. Then (3.4) and (3.5) imply h, = h. Since g f h and g f g*, there 
must exist 1 in [0, I] such that ]lxg + (1 - X)/z]], < ]I gllp by our second 
assertion in the beginning of this proof. Now ]I gnk]Jp is a strictly decreasing 
sequence of positive real numbers. Hence, for a sufficiently large k we have 
that 
II gnk+,llp < IIkk + (1-Q hnJlp < II &k+,llpY 
which is a contradiction. Hence, g = h and h = g = g* as desired. 1 
Remark 2. In the algorithm, g,, , is not computed directly from g, but 
rather is determined by a one-dimensional minimization problem involving 
g, and h,. It is natural to investigate whether the algorithm still converges to 
g* if we simplify this procedure by setting h, = g,, 1. The following example 
shows that g, need not converge in this case. 
EXAMPLE. Let (T, Z, p) be the interval [0, l] equipped with Lebesgue 
measure and Z be the completion of the Bore1 sigma algebra on [0, 11. Let 
p=4.Set V~{~ELPsuchthatf(x)~rforsomerEIR},K~{(fEVsuch 
that IlflL < 41. W e wish to find the best L4 approximation from K to 
4(x) = x. Observe that this is a translation of the problem of Theorem 3.1. In 
this case the constraint ]lf]]4 < 4 is vacuous. We apply the algorithm as 
before except that we set g,,+ , = h, for each n. Thus, g,, , is determined by 
$j; 6 - g,J*(x - d’ dx / = 0. 
R”+l 
This leads to a simple recursion formula for gn+ ,, 
g 
6g; - 8g, t 3 
n+1= 12g:,-12g,t4’ (3.6) 
Observe that the denominator in (3.6) has no real roots, so that g,, i is well 
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defined. It is easily seen that g* = f by the strict convexity of the L4 norm. 
Using (3.6) with g, = 0, we get the following sequence of iterates: 
g, = 0, 3 g, = TY 3 g2=14, 153 g,=,,, *... 
Observe that g, is strictly worse, as an L4 approximation to i(x) =x, than 
g, . This, of course, violates the conclusion of Theorem 3.1. In fact, 
numerical computations uggest hat there exist constants c1 and c2 such that 
II g 2n+ I - cl II4 + 0 and II g2, - c2 IL --) 0 as n -+ co with c, # c2 and c2 = 
(1 - c,). Solving (3.6) and the equation 1 - g, = g,, i, we find that either 
g, = f or g, = (3 + fi)/6. Initializing the algorithm with g, = (3 + fi)/6, 
we may check that g,, = (3 + fi)/6, gzn+, = (3 - 4)/6. Thus the 
algorithm may oscillate if g, + , is chosen to be h, . 
Remark 3. It can be shown that this algorithm converges for 1 < p < 2 
if the zeros of each g E K are simple. 
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